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### For Immediate World Press Release and re-Broadcast to the world.!
Keith Duncan Oct 28-29, 2015.  Gifted to all of mankind as well as all other ACTS of 
WISDOM.    READ the FINAL SOLUTION picture at the VERY End of of these RE-
PEATED Irrefutable EVIDENCE of WHO I AM. Include Exodus 20:1-17.  Read to the 
END for the most shocking TRUE biblical facts of all..!

I remain complete neutral now, STILL waiting for USA Government and Military to contact me 
and ESCORT me back to USA to testify to the world in the PRESS CONFERENCE series of 
all time. For you, my people, to ACT with AUTHORITY.  !!
This morning is Thursday, Oct 29, 2015 as I report on what occurred yesterday in broadcast 
blog-post format that continues to show the degradation of our governments leading the the 
imminent collapse of many county, state, and federal agencies in USA and also around the 
world.!
   I went to Manila USA embassy at 11:11 am. Wednesday, waiting in line and finally spoke 
with a 30 something overweight Blonde woman for 30 minutes. Then Officer Hanson spent 
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about 45 minutes as I showed them both the master criminals pages of evidence and the 
overwhelming evidence that conclusive shows my life is still threatened directly by ROSE and 
most others.  I showed them the diagrams of cybercrime basic methods and discussed how 
most cyber crime attacks can be prevented briefly. I showed them the quad trillions of $$$ as-
sets being systematically transferred from all classes to ROSE and the Criminal Ruling elite. !
! There answers and actions were immediately CRIMINAL FELONY VIOLATIONS. Start 
with willful obstruction of justice, destruction of criminal evidence, refusal to contact anyone at 
all, and total neglect of duty.  For they stated they had no jurisdiction, had no clue who to con-
tact, guaranteed that no one would ever contact me back, and totally blanked out as I looked 
directly in their eyes.   Hansons most outrageous suggestion was that I immediately fly back 
to the USA, call 911 and see a local law enforcement officer to report my life was in dire threat 
of being martryed, and to file those police department reports.   I did these politically correct 
procedures often within hours and then days and months preceding all the felony and capital 
crimes committed against me.!
 ! So I databased absolutely EVERYTHING. Everything to the nth degree. For the design, 
implementation, deployment, and maintenance of world class databases was always my orig-
inal strongest world-wide acquired skill from N.C. State University Raleigh N.C. graduated 
Dec 1981.  They receive $10 Million USD in unrestricted trust profits as soon as SOMEONE 
publishes and completes  the Nobel Peace prize worthy (www.TurnOffLights.com) I gifted to 
our entire world.  !!
  Since these psychopaths and political originated criminals control your information and your 
assets, then all they have to collectively do is pose a terrorist threat and it is truly ‘CURTAINS’ 
for the free world as we know it today.  I am not an alarmist in a threatening way at all. No one 
has ever sued me or showed the slightest thread of evidence that I have done absolutely any-
thing wrong. The facts have always been irrevocable and irrefutable for anyone to see a sin-
gle court document or false testimony that ROSE is behind it all.  !
  !
Here is the most powerful testimony of all compressed down to this 
world broadcast  post.  !
    The ability of world to use the off shelf technology of vision is easy to see it immediately 
prevent most lies and crimes from being committed in the first place.  I voice, video, and tran-
script recorded all the criminals own words, actions, and connections to an extremely long 
and concussive conclusive list of felony and capital crimes including crimes against humanity.!
          For the concussive ‘BOMBS AWAY’ are what will happen when mankind refuses to be 
accountable to self and to hold everyone else accountable for the actions and behavior. This 
is the absolute boiler plate bottom line basis for the original creation of all of mankind.  Sur-
vival of the fittest is now the survival of the data most intelligent persons.!
! If someone knows they are being recorded, especially on video, or even suspects they 
are being recorded to be held accountable, the impact on that persons trustworthiness is con-
clusive.  It virtually eliminates the LIAR-LAWYER and corrupt circuit court Judges and law en-
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forcement from committing crimes down the line of impoverishment, murder-assassination in 
jail, drain of all their assets while forced into solitary or even general confinement in those 
ORANGE suits and almost constant handcuffs and shackles.   For these are indeed slave-
trading enterprises that few know exist in todays countries of capitalistic marketing. !
! This is also the basis for why I designed, invented, created, produced, and gifted the 
original www.PhoneCradle.com and IseeStand.com, now IcStand.com under CreatorKei-
th.com World Trading Partner Enterprise Ministries INC  world product line of services and 
products offered by BidOnKeith.com consulting services for all governments, military, organi-
zations, and churces.  This simple video/audio support system was the published patented 
fore-runner of every self stick ever produced.  Few any of the www.IseeATT.com or youtube.-
com/user/iseestand videos to see the worldwide solution broadcasts. Anyone can build their 
own for about $5 USD as I showed this on the famous Feb 2, 2011 video that occurred while 
Ms. Bashama and ROSE where robbing my home in Marietta Georgia USA that same day.!
      I could easily sue every manufacturer for patent infringement as I have the patent filed 
and published with USTPO.gov !!
!  I am not the one who has ever regressed or digressed into any form of threats or 
crimes. This has been occurring over and over since the dawn of man.   God sent Messianic 
Messengers in the form of mortal babies. They had to go through the trials of fire and even 
HELL to learn the true nature of their fellow human beings. !
! They then had to make the ultimate Free Will Choice to be servants of GOD in service 
to the rest of mankind. For true Christians and other religious deity believers all look forward 
to an eternal life in the paradise of Heaven where no crime or threats exist at all.!
! All criminals on the other sinister hand, have pure evil motives to rule over everyone 
they encounter attempting to be immortal by feasting on the carcasses of their slave traded 
human beings.  This is extremely mild language and descriptive terms protected under GOD’s 
Constitutional Rights of world free speech and observance of the condition of the true 
mankind.!
! !!
Today is Wednesday, Oct 28, 2015 as I continue to record Biblical History of all mankind.!
No one still knows WHO I AM, except all the criminals who I have directly contacted including 
ROSE through his RICO criminal FineHomeTechnologies.com website warning DAWN to run 
to FBI-AG as her boss is a terrorist for now +15 years.!!
Last night, I received a facebook.com/keith.duncan.9231 from who appears to be Melinda 
French-Gates, the charity visionary wife of Bill Gates Foundation.  I responded back immedi-
ately.!!
I see as the SAGE VISIONARY of all time, the reality of your-my world and have completed 
the most comprehensive solutions to ensure mankind's survival from predatory greed and the 
rule of the Criminal Elite that is occurring right now, as you all sleep……!
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!
Keith!
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